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Summary 
 

1. The boxed quotation above is a description of the experience overall of the 
persons impacted by the pilot Professional Deputy Service and who 
commented on their experience of this service. The comment particularly 
resonates as it has been made by the most reluctant of the family members 
who met with the pilot. His story is explained in greater detail further into this 
report. 

 
2. In the period April 2011 to February 2013, the Professional Deputy Service 

was commissioned by ACS to contact 91 individuals and their families to 
discuss the need for a person to apply for appointment as Court Of Protection 
Deputy for Property and Affairs to move into homes of their own, both as 
tenants and owners. Of the 91 persons referred, 74 families chose to ask the 
Professional Deputy Service to make the application and a further 8 families 
were supported to make the application themselves.  
 

3. This report is an evaluation of the experiences of the Professional Deputy 
Service by some of those individual disabled adults, by their families, by 
advocates and by support providers. The evaluation does not consider the 
formative aspects of the pilot, as to how the commissioning of the Professional 
Deputy Service came about and the concerns which have been raised 
elsewhere in that regard.  

 
4. The evaluation is a summative one which has looked at what had happened by 

the end of the pilot to provide an overall description of the pilot effectiveness 
as:  

• Were the pilot objectives met?  
• What was the overall impact of the pilot? 

The PDS are a wonderful organization that has helped transform my sister’s life 
and give her greater independence than she has ever had before. I am free to 
help and am kept fully informed of her situation, which means I don’t have to 
worry about how she is and who is looking after her. More particularly, if for 
any reason I was not around, I know she would be in good hands and would be 
well looked after. 
 
13th February 2013 – comment to the Court of Protection by G, the brother of J, 
who moved into her own shared ownership property in Great Finborough Suffolk 
in April 2012 



• Is there a need to continue with this design of support? 
• What resources will be needed to continue with this design of support? 

 
5. ACE Suffolk People First (ACE) was asked to undertake a qualitative enquiry 

of the experience of the PDS by their individual customers, family members 
and support provider staff. The material used in the enquiry was to be 
accessible to everyone so would have easy read format and, if possible, ACE 
was to create an audio visual record of some of the conversations. This 
evaluation is therefore primarily concerned with the reported experiences of 
the individuals, family members and support organisation staff who met with 
ACE. 
 

Enquiry by ACE Suffolk 
 

6. The ACE record was designed to reinforce the personalisation environment of 
the commissioning intention. It was to obtain an inclusive and independent 
account of the PDS and its pilot activity to inform this evaluation .The brief to 
ACE stated that the enquiry parameters were: 

 
to enquire into the person’s contact with the PDS as leading to an 
understanding of the Court of Protection Property and Affairs Deputy role 
and as providing the benefits obtained from the PDS actions. Whilst these are 
wide measures, the intention is to understand how the PDS has, or has not, 
allowed persons to have a more confident understanding of the separation 
between their involvement in the welfare decision making taking place in the 
day to day and how those decisions may be better arrived at by having 
independence in the deputy function.   

 
7. This enquiry produced a video record of persons living at six different 

locations around Suffolk and included family and provider organisation 
interviews as well as supported interviews of the individuals themselves. A 
further questionnaire record was obtained at a further six locations, meaning 
that ACE visited twelve supported living locations altogether. . 
 
Were the pilot objectives met?  

 
8. Fifteen pilot objectives were set out in a Partnership Agreement between the 

Council and the Professional Deputy Service (Appendix 1). To achieve these 
objectives the Council agreed to ask the Professional Deputy Service to 
support individuals who lacked mental capacity, and their families, to make 
some 30 property purchase and mortgage applications and 60 tenant 
applications across the two years April 2011 to March 2013. All fifteen of the 
objectives were met, including two of the most significant. These were firstly 
that the Professional Deputy Service was to engage with family members to 
discuss the appropriateness of a deputyship application which involved the 
moving into tenancy or home ownership by individuals usually living in a 
Residential Care Home. Secondly, the Professional Deputy Service should 
demonstrate independence from Suffolk County Council’s care assessment 
and care management processes to allow for objectivity in the discussion with 
family members as to the appropriateness of the matter referred. 



 
What was the overall impact of the pilot? 

 
9. Significant additional value was added beyond the objectives set in the 

Partnership Agreement. This was expressed through both relative and provider 
support staff comment describing the Professional Deputy Service as 
introducing improvement not only in the individual’s life but in her or his 
family life and in the provider experience. This was described as creating a 
‘massive difference’ for the better. The video record of the adults with learning 
disability who were able to comment, consistently demonstrate a pleasure at 
the increased ownership of their personal finances, including one individual 
who was able to non-verbally assert his emphatic understanding of the 
personalised relationship between himself and the Professional Deputy 
Service.  

 
10. The Professional Deputy Service has also been an enabler in the conclusion of 

the Suffolk HOLD Partnership and is a key member of its ongoing activity. 
Suffolk HOLD is a shared approach to developing the supply of 
accommodation for supported living in Suffolk. Ipswich Building Society 
makes interest only mortgage lending available to severely disabled persons at 
preferential rates. The financial risk to lending is conditioned by a Suffolk 
County Council guarantee to the building society. Certainty in the 
independence in the borrowing risk to the individual is provided by The 
Professional Deputy Service. Both of these conditionalities are required by the 
Financial Services Authority whose support to the Society’s lending of a 
single product offer is required. Over £1M capital lending has been made 
available by Ipswich Building Society to sixteen persons in the past 12 
months. 
 

11. Saffron Housing Trust is the housing enabler to this shared ownership tenure... 
In the coming period up to a further 30 homes are planned for purchase, 
producing additional capital input to supported housing and to Suffolk’s 
economy of over £2.5M. Saffron Housing Trust has also asked the Council for 
a Partnership which will allow for rented properties supported by private 
sector investment. The Professional Deputy Service has been and remains a 
central feature of both of these significant programmes to support the most 
vulnerable citizens in our community. 

 
Is there a need to continue with this design of support? 

 
12. There is a need to continue with this design of support if the ACS intention is 

to continue with the personalisation objectives which the pilot has successfully 
evidenced. These primary objectives are firstly to construct a Deputy 
relationship with individuals and with their families which is personal and not 
faceless. Secondly, is to achieve separation from care management and review 
from decisions on individual spend and resource use by the individual. 
Thirdly, is to support families to strengthen their welfare relationships with 
their much loved relatives by removing the burden of financial management of 
that individual’s property and affairs by having that done by a person whom 
the families know and trust and who is accessible at affordable cost.  



 
13. In accordance with the provisions of The Partnership Agreement, The 

Professional Deputy Service is presently in the process of moving from a grant 
funded revenue position to individual charging. This requires amendment to 
the current Court of Protection Deputy Order to allow a charge to the 
individuals concerned. The PDS has written to each of the persons and their 
families seeking approval to this and have been given support to do so.  
 

14. Ipswich Building Society has also stated that it requires the certainty of the 
Professional Deputy Service design to ensure security in its mortgage lending 
processes to the Suffolk HOLD scheme. 

 
What resources will be needed to continue with this design of support? 

 
15. The resources required to provide this type of personalised support, as set by 

the Professional Deputy Service in its application to the Court for continuing 
charging are at £12.50 weekly plus a monthly ‘office cost’ of £2.50, in 
addition to set up costs. Set up costs are at £900 and for a HOLD scheme have 
associated purchase and mortgage costs. Recent confirmation from the DWP 
is that this HOLD cost can be incorporated into the whole value of fees in the 
mortgage application. The cost per person would equate therefore to set up of 
£900 plus some £780 per annum thereafter. The ACS Resource Allocation 
value could have this identified as an additional discretionary cost and 
therefore funded directly, or indirectly as a direct payment. The current 
intention is to apply the cost as a Disability Related Expenditure offset in the 
fairer charging assessment. The Professional Deputy Service also continues to 
have discussion with the Legal Services Commission to apply legal aid to a 
Property and Affairs Deputy cost. 

 
16. Future commissioning of this design for an independent and personalised 

deputy service which invited interest from the market will therefore depend 
upon how ACS approaches the allocation of a resource. Either an organisation 
could be commissioned to tender against a value for a given number of 
persons or the individual could have a resource allocated to purchase from one 
of the organisations available to provide personalised deputy support.  

 
17. Specific consideration also is needed in the status of the Suffolk HOLD 

Partnership where Ipswich Building Society requires certainty and constancy 
as to independence in borrowing advice to the individual. The Society has said 
that this independence and constancy in borrowing advice should remain with 
the Professional Deputy Service. Following the most recent lending where the 
Deputy role was taken by the ACS Director and a family member the Society 
has said: 

 
As a result of Suffolk County Council’s change of approach to the HOLD 
scheme and the tone of the communications we have received from the Council 
we are now in a position where are reviewing whether we can continue to 
support the HOLD Scheme 

 
Background  



 
18. The Professional Deputy Service (PDS) came into being in early 2010 as an 

organic response to developing dialogue within ACS as to its strategic 
priorities in respect of the experience of adults with learning disability in 
Suffolk. The document ‘Big Messages’ set out those ambitions as a Charter 
where ‘Making a Home’ is identified as a key Charter ambition. The PDS 
emerged as well alongside a policy demand to produce a £1M saving to the 
ACS two year spend April 2011- April 2013 through supporting 
accommodation opportunities for learning disabled adults living in high cost 
residential care. The PDS’s origins also lay therefore in the facilitation brought 
to the creation of the Ipswich Building Society Suffolk HOLD mortgage 
lending and as a pragmatic need to support property purchase.  The ACS team 
leading this work is the Accommodation Review Team. 

 
19. A Mental Capacity Act 2005 principle was also asserted which is that there is 

an explicit conflict of interest where a person has primary responsibility for 
welfare decision making and where that person is also the arbiter as to 
decisions on spending the individual’s personal resources. This conflict is 
most apparent where ACS has both care management and therefore the 
welfare best interest decision making function as well as having the decision 
making authority as to whether the same person’s financial resources should 
be applied to those welfare decisions. The organisational separation of the 
ACS Director was asserted as unsatisfactory given that the current 
arrangement leaves the Director exposed to at a distance decision making. 
This in reality means that the best interest decision making discipline is often 
poorly applied. 

 
20. A similar conflict was also asserted as applying to the role of a family member 

who has close involvement in welfare decision making. More concernedly 
with the family member, however, was anecdotal comment from family 
members who already held the Property and Affairs Deputy responsibility. 
This comment was that they felt that the Deputy role stripped them of the 
relationship of sister, brother, father and mother as the volume of dealing with 
the entirety of their relative’s property and affairs was overwhelming. This 
family comment is reiterated in the video evaluation. 

 
21. For some years the provider sector has wanted to separate itself from the 

‘corporate appointee’ function which has required the creation of internal 
corporate financial systems to receive, manage and spend its customers’ 
resources. The conflict of interest and risks presented by financial abuse in this 
relationship are documented elsewhere, with recent discussion with Essex CC 
revealing criminal behaviour in corporate appointee behaviour revealed by its 
investigations. 

 
22. The PDS therefore was designed to behave as a service which could respond 

to the demand for greater independence and greater personalisation of decision 
making when significant accommodation change was under consideration. It 
was commissioned to support the Accommodation Review Team who, in early 
2011 were setting about a process to review every residential care customer 
with learning disability or challenging behaviour, understood to number 



around 400 people aged 18 and over, both in and out of county.  From these 
reviews the team was to identify 120 persons to move from residential care 
into supported living.  

 
 
The PDS Activity 

 
23. The PDS activity was tracked to identify the persons referred, the purpose of 

the referral and the outcome dates. Costs were also captured. The headings 
tracked were: 
 

o Customer’s Name and Care First ID 
o Current Address   
o Reason for Referral  
o Date Referred to PDS  
o Date Order Needed By  
o PDS approved or state other party to make application 
o Date of Application  
o Application Issued  
o Date of Order  

 
          

o GP Fee    
o PDS initial visit and support fee  
o Court Fee    
o PDS preparation and application fee   
o Bond Fee  
o PDS ongoing support fee 

 
24. The ACS ambition to support the moves of 90 persons into homes of their 

own was achieved as 89 moves either completed or underway at the time of 
this report. . The target of 30 into home ownership and 60 into tenancies was 
the initial distribution of tenure. The actual tenures obtained were 15 into 
home ownership, 66 into tenancies and 8 awaiting moves into their own 
tenancies (Table 1).  

 
 

Table 1 Reasons for Referral 
 

Reason for Referral – 96 persons referred 
 
NHS accommodation to Tenancy  4 persons 
Deregistration of a RCH to 
Tenancy   

44 persons 

Change of Licence to Tenancy   13 persons 
New Tenancy   5 persons 
Suffolk HOLD   15 persons 
Moves Planned for Suffolk 
HOLD   

8 persons 

Consultation on Change of 5 persons 



Provider  
To Replace Family Deputy  2 persons 

 
 
 

Table 2 Deputies Appointed 
 

PDS or other party applied as 
Deputy  

90 persons 

 
PDS  74 persons 
ACS Director 2 persons 
Family  12 persons 8 of whom were 

supported by the PDS to make the 
application 

Family friend  1 person 
Instructions withdrawn  1 person 

 
Table 3 Costs of the Pilot 

 
Costs  £110,183 of which £95,405 is fee 

payment to the PDS 
 
GP Fees  £7,310 
PDS initial visit and support   £21,125* 
Court Fee   £2,000 
PDS preparation and application   £34,500* 
Bond Fee   £5,468 
PDS annual fee £39,780* 

 
 

25. The cost per person in supporting families only was £250 with a further £500 
to make the application. Thereafter there is an annual maintenance fee of 
£650. Sixteen individuals and their families were also supported in the 
personalised selection of a support provider organisation for the development 
of a new supported living service. The amount paid to the PDS in supporting 
87 families over this period is £95,405 (Table 2). Legal and other fees 
associated with property purchase and mortgage application for Suffolk 
HOLD arise separately from this evaluation and are a constant, irrespective of 
the Deputy applicant. Where a Suffolk HOLD property is purchased all 
associated costs were met by ACS, although some future inclusion of up to 
£2,000 of this cost should now be met via the mortgage borrowing itself. 
 
Property Purchase Costs and Suffolk HOLD 

 
26. To procure the supported living accommodation needed the Council 

approached Ipswich Building Society and asked that it offer preferential 
mortgage lending to allow shared ownership property purchase. Through 
offering a corporate guarantee from SCC to the building society, in early 2011 



a partnership agreement was achieved to this effect. This partnership is known 
as Suffolk HOLD, where HOLD means Homes for People with Lifetime 
Disability. HOLD is supported through the offer of grants to participating 
Housing Associations by the Homes and Communities Agency. The Housing 
Association partner to Suffolk HOLD has been Saffron Housing Trust. 

 
27. The components of this agreement included the need to appoint Court of 

Protection Property and Affairs Deputies to allow the mortgage lending 
leading to individual shared ownership purchase. The appointment of a 
Deputy had been applied in previous years but had created a number of 
difficulties on the ground both in relation to family understanding of the 
process and responsibilities it held out and also in relation to the ACS Director 
holding the Deputy order. Ipswich Building Society gave an assurance to the 
Financial Services Authority that this ‘single product offer’ to a person who 
lacked mental capacity was independently assured by a Deputy for Property 
and Affairs who would be independent of any other party to the borrowing 
decision. This independent Deputy in the Suffolk HOLD Partnership is the 
PDS. 
 
The Support Provider  

 
Affinity Trust 

 
28. The Regional Director of Affinity Trust reported in February 2013 that she 

now held up Suffolk County Council as a paradigm example of how to 
develop supported living. Affinity Trust is the support provider to 10 of the 16 
people who have purchased shared ownership properties in the pilot period. 
She explained that she held in great regard the manner in which the 
Accommodation Review Team brought everyone to the table as equal partners 
at the earliest stage to co-produce the project. She listed the role of the PDS as 
a key facilitator in bridging dialogue across the project in its development in 
relation to acquiring ownership and, crucially, in providing a responsive body 
which was present at the point of moving in and thereafter when the ordinary 
flow of financial transactions could often become complicated and go wrong. 

 
Leading Lives 

 
29. An Ipswich and Woodbridge Leading Lives supported living manager 

describes in the video evaluation that: 
 

the PDS visited everyone in their own homes – Neil brought his dog with him 
as he realised that not everyone would understand the paperwork but that 
people would recognise him and his dog. The PDS explained things in a way 
that worked for the people they were asked to support. Beforehand everything 
had been managed by ACS Finance and that it was difficult to understand 
about people’s finances. PDS were also able to creatively support people to 
spend their money - ACS did not understand why a ball pool in a room in the 
new home was a good idea – but when PDS took over they did recognise - the 
PDS was more person centered. People are now going to the beach, using a 
caravan – they will ask us as support providers why money should be spent on 



a fishpond and then understand why it is a good thing to do– they know what 
people like and so if someone says I want to buy CDs, the PDS can say oh yes 
– they like rock and roll. Emma then asked why buy CDs – why not buy 
concert tickets instead? 

 
We have had the freedom to spend money in a normal way in the day to day. 
With the cash card provided I can ring at 5pm and have money to go into the 
account immediately – to go out tomorrow if the weather is looking good – 
with ACS you have to give 7 days’ notice. As to control, support staff still have 
the card in their hands but the overall control is not with a faceless person but 
someone who knows the person and the person knows them.   

 
It has given people more choice - for example not having to go to SCC 
suppliers. The furnishings for the new homes have not come from a standard 
supplier as PDS has set up systems whereby people can access their money 
and now they have beautiful flats. The only thing we need to iron out as a 
provider is housekeeping and house money as an amount paid into a single 
household account. 

 
There is little to do to improve it – internet banking once set up will help the 
families understand what is going on better. 

 
For the five people I have supported to move home I  could not have been 
more happy with the PDS – it really important that all people are offered this 
service and not just those who need mortgages – ACS Finance only worked for 
me when I was in the Council and that does not work so well now as a 
provider outside of the council– you have to ring customer first to ring a 
social worker to ask ACS Personal Finances – this is peoples money – it is not 
Suffolk County Council’s money - it is their money 

 
Mencap 

 
30. The PDS supported the application to the Court of Protection for 44 tenancies 

so requiring involvement with that number of GPs, with a new Housing 
Association landlord and with the creation of the same number of household 
utility bills, council tax exemption applications, social security benefit claims 
and the individual personal furnishing costs of 44 new homes. The PDS 
attended all of the project team meetings, separately meeting with families and 
contributing weekly to the resolution of the many anxieties that arose. 

 
31. The manager of a Mencap RCH which was deregistering said in an ACE 

questionnaire telephone interview that: 
 

o People are having more control over their money and buying what they 
want 

o Only have to ask the PDS for money and it is handed over 
o People really happy with the service and so are the staff 
o At first it was a bit of a mess as it was rushed. Teething problems as 

everyone deregistered at the same time. But PDS sorted out teething 
problems 



o It is great that people are in control. It’s good that the staff don’t have 
to have dealings with people’s money.  

o The PDS staff are nice 
 
 
Families 

 
A sister’s story 

 
32. C’s sister H moved from a RCH into her own home in January 2011. C had 

discussed becoming a family deputy with the local social worker and had 
already begun the process of application to the court. In her ACE video record 
she explains that: 

 
33. I had got the forms from The Court..I discussed it with my husband and I 

started to realise what a massive duty this is and I started to understand… 
no… that would take my enjoyment away from my sister …all the paperwork 
to complete…then I heard about the Professional Deputy Service..It took a lot 
of stress away from my elderly parents and myself….my brothers and sisters 
agree that it is a fantastic service allowing us to enjoy her...they are always at 
the end of the phone…it has come from a position of not having any 
information about her finances..we had none of that before.. we now have 
regular updates..setting up savings accounts..they had already thought of 
that.. it’s a massive difference…at the beginning of this process for me I was 
feeling the pressure to be the deputy myself ..but the more I realised what a 
massive duty this was I realised that this would take me away from my 
sister..now time is spent with my sister..not bogged down..it has changed not 
only H’s life but our lives as well…I thought that the SCC involvement was a 
conflict of interest..the fact that they ( PDS ) are completely separate sits 
easily with me.. 

 
A brother’s story 

 
In October 2011, a Mental Capacity Act best interest meeting was convened 
by ACS to decide: 

a) Whether J should purchase a bungalow as her home 
b) Whether Affinity Trust was the appropriate organisation to support J at 

her new home 
c) How to construct a transition plan  
d) Whether G, J’s brother, or the Professional Deputy Service should 

become J’s Court of Protection appointed Deputy 
 

34. Present at this meeting were G, G’s advocate from Suffolk Family Carers, J’s 
social worker, the ACS Project leader and Emma Farrar from the Professional 
Deputy Service. For many years G had been appointee for his sister’s social 
security benefits and had day to day control of the her property and financial 
affairs. He had also applied substantial influence on her day to day welfare in 
the residential setting she had been living in to this point. G had become a 
formidable advocate for his sister, one of the consequences of which were that 
J’s support staff, ACS staff and other’s around his sister had experienced an 



often abrasive and unpleasant direction from G as to what he felt was needed 
for his sister.  

 
35. The social worker now felt that with J’s move to a home of her own there 

should now be separation between G’s genuine and loving welfare concerns 
for his sister and the decisions on the financial matters which were now of 
considerable significance in respect of property purchase and the increase in 
J’s income which would follow. There needed to be a more consensual 
approach taken on both welfare and finance and property matters to allow a 
new support provider to plan and develop greater independence in J’s life. 

 
36. G felt, as this was a once in a lifetime opportunity for his sister, that he was 

left with little choice but to agree with ACS in October 2011 that Affinity 
Trust should support his sister, that a transition plan could progress as agreed 
and that the PDS should apply to become J’s independent Deputy.  

 
37. In October 2012, six months after the successful move, G was interviewed by 

ACE Suffolk who had been asked by ACS to create a video evaluation of the 
experience. In this video, where G asks the interviewer to record voice only so 
that he is not seen, G describes his feelings about the circumstances of his 
sister’s move and her six months of living there since. 

 
38. G explains that  

 
quality of life gains for my sister in this period have improved immensely but it 
is irrelevant that the PDS has been a part of the arrangements for and settling 
in by my sister… the PDS do not contact me before they come to see JD .. the 
PDS has let my sister down, as well as the other four persons who had moved 
to their own homes at the same time as my sister as the property was not fit for 
purpose … ACS has been negligent….the PDS should have fought for a 
reduction in the purchase price in relation to the garage being too small… 
there has been collusion between ACS and the PDS in this failure. There has 
been a ‘rocky’ start with the PDS … all of the stuff that the PDS has done I 
could have done myself. I am uncertain about its value, my enquiries have 
been met with a comment that I was ‘rude’ … I, or the other families, have not 
been listened to ..I have been railroaded into the PDS arrangement…  

 
39. Previously his sister’s decisions had been made between him and the previous 

provider whereas now he has to ask the PDS first, though it had not stopped 
him from buying items for her. He felt sure that the PDS could have been 
better in the early days, though it was getting better. He felt the new 
accommodation complex and the whole idea was wonderful and having J now 
living in the community was absolutely wonderful. He remained frustrated 
about property purchase matters, especially about the garage being too small.  

 
40. By February 2013, three months after the video interview G’s view about the 

added value to him and to his sister is that the PDS service has been 
transformative. In his witness statement to the Court of Protection supporting 
an application for a variation in costs to allow the PDS to charge individuals 
following the completion of the pilot he says:  



 
The PDS are a wonderful organization that have helped transform my sister’s 
life and give her greater independence than she has ever had before. I am free 
to help and am kept fully informed of her situation, which means I don’t have 
to worry about how she is and who is looking after her. More particularly, if 
for any reason I was not around, I know she would be in good hands and 
would be well looked after. 

 
A mother’s story 

 
41. D’s daughter A moved from NHS accommodation – one the last four to do so 

when they moved into tenanted accommodation in Ipswich. In her telephoned 
ACE interview she said: 

 
o We could understand what they were talking about. It is nice to have 

someone to talk to, it is very beneficial.  
o Our daughter has a better quality of life now because her finances are 

well managed.. 
o the difference it has made is to have someone to contact if there is a 

problem. We know we can talk to Neil and he will tell us what 
finances are available 

o I can’t think of anything that could be done better or in a different way. 
If I could I would discuss it with the PDS 

o (additional comment) strongly recommend that this is allowed to 
continue. This is a very important element of people’s lives 

 
Other relative comments 

 
o To start with the social worker explained what the PDS did. Emma 

came to see us and explained what they did 
o This has made a difference to us. It took from November to July to get 

a bank card so this was a bit of a problem 
o Understanding the parents’ point of view is very important. We need 

peace of mind 
o I wanted to stay with SCC as they won’t go bust. They are secure. I 

was very wary of the PDS as they were a two man band and things can 
go wrong..it’s too early to comment 

o Still waiting for it (the Order) but very good so far..impressed with 
Neil and Emma 

o Very happy with Emma and Neil..delighted finances are being dealt 
with in a professional way…couldn’t wish for anything better…I 
would like to pass this on as I am so happy with it all 

 
Individuals 

 
42. There is a video record of: 

 
o two persons living at Alan Rd Ipswich in shared ownership flats 
o six persons living as tenants at a de-registered RCH in Bury St 

Edmunds 



o one person at Hawkshaw House in Ipswich, living as a tenant 
following a move from NHS accommodation 

o two persons living at Harry Chamberlain Court in Lowestoft, tenants 
following the deregistration of the RCH 

 
43. The video narratives do not lend themselves to a transcript so need to be 

watched to have the understanding the interviews provide. Nonetheless, the 
observations provided in the interviews with individuals include having regard 
to the surface perception of awkwardness. Because of or in spite of that 
awkwardness, the attachment expressed by the eleven individuals  to the 
ownership and control and use and understanding of their own money is 
asserted again and again.  
 

 Conclusion 
 

44. The emphatic observation from provider managers and staff, family comment 
and of these eleven individuals is of a substantial and deeply felt shift in the 
make up of their lives and of the capacity of the support circle to behave in a 
quite fundamentally different way  in respect of personal finances. The ACE 
enquiry describes an unambiguous demonstration of the ambitions sought by 
the concepts within the personalisation intention of the pilot. The recognition 
of the role of emotions and human relations in best interests assessments 
appears in a judgment of the Court of Protection where Justice Hedley tells us: 
 
If one asks what has to be taken into account in considering the best interests 
of any human being [...] the answer is a very wide ranging one: his health, his 
care needs, his need for physical care and his needs for consistency. There is, 
of course, more to human life than that, there is fundamentally the emotional 
dimension, the importance of relationships, the importance of a sense of 
belonging in the place in which you are living, and the sense of belonging to a 
specific group in respect of which you are a particularly important person. 
 

45. As commented upon earlier Suffolk’s project design to support 
accommodation moves to supported living is recognised by its partners as not 
only personalised and inclusive but also as effective. This design was 
described to Judge Gordon Ashton, recently retired Judge of The Court of 
Protection, a key originator of the 2005 Mental Capacity Act and editor of 
 Court of Protection Practice 2013. Judge Ashton said that he was greatly 
encouraged by the Suffolk description of the use of advocates to support 
individuals, of family advocates to support families and the piloting of an 
independent Property and Affairs Deputy to support the life changing decision 
to move home by someone lacking mental capacity. He stated that separation 
of property and finance decision making from the Council led welfare decision 
making was of considerable importance. 


